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Ready for Mobile from stream5 is making it possible to 

allow online videos to play on mobile devices. 

 

Munich, 25 February 2010 - Have you ever noticed that video clips from 

mobile websites which you call up on an iPhone or many other smartphones 

usually won't play? This is mainly due to the fact that the browsers installed 

on many smartphones don't support Flash. With the new video player 

solution Ready for Mobile, stream5 takes up the fight against the problem of 

video clips not playing on mobile devices such as the iPhone and all 

common smartphones. The application of automatic encoding techniques, 

which stream the video contents in whichever is the appropriate format, will 

make it possible to allow video clips to be played perfectly even without 

Flash from now on. And at highly attractive monthly flat rates too. 

 

With the Ready for Mobile solution in combination with an online video package 

from stream5, website operators will be able to provide a problem-free and 

optimum video experience on mobile devices such as the iPhone and smartphones 

in future. Automatic identification of the particular user platform ensures that the 

appropriate video format is used. This will finally put an end to the annoyance 

caused by video clips not playing on the iPhone and other mobile devices without 

Flash support. 

 

Ready for Mobile "plus" will further allow all the video content of an entire website - 

or parts of it - to be displayed on the iPhone or smartphone in the form of a video 

collection, which is generated automatically and shown in a very clearly laid-out 

format. And the video content can be adapted to the corporate identity of the 

website operator, thus ensuring a consistent online video presence. Of course, this 

is all done without changing the existing website structure. 

 

This technology can also be applied directly to iPhone apps and apps from other 

smartphone manufacturers. For this purpose, stream5 will create individual video 

apps on request or integrate the mobile video functionality into existing apps of its 

customers. 

 

The fine technical detail behind Ready for Mobile and Ready for Mobile "plus" 

conforms to the high standards of stream5. This includes the automatic encoding 

of the embedded video content for the particular internet platform, i.e. appropriate 
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for the device and performance class. What makes this possible is the so-called 

multi-platform video embedding, which ensures the optimum video format for each 

case, be it Flash, H.264 or 3pg. As soon as the embed code is incorporated into a 

website, the appropriate video is created on the basis of the associated Javascript 

lines and incorporated into the website. Ready for Mobile from stream5 is 

compatible with all standard mobile platforms such as Android (Google), iPhone 

OS (Apple) and Symbian (Nokia). 

 

Ready for Mobile and Ready for Mobile "plus" are available from the stream5 PRO 

licence upwards. The monthly licence fee varies from 195 euros (standard 

package) to 295 euros per month (plus). The PRO, Premium and Enterprise 

packages of the stream5 Video Machine are intended for professional website 

operators with a high video volume. One of the fixed components of the Video 

Machine is a web-based video management system, the stream5 COCKPIT, which 

allows very easy management and distribution of video clips and complete video 

channels. The stream5 COCKPIT also provides the mobile embed code, which 

converts the embedded videos into mobile content. 

 

Interested customers can upgrade to the Ready for Mobile solution as from now via 

the hotline 0800 44 44.  

 

About stream5 

stream5 is one of the leading providers of online video technology. The stream5 video platform 

facilitates the global playback of online videos on the three relevant media devices: the PC, 

mobile handsets and Internet-enabled TVs. The portfolio ranges from easy-to-implement video 

players to complete systems for Internet TV. The stream5 video platform enables companies to 

map the entire added value chain of video asset management: from acquiring online video 

content, managing it, shaping it and supplying it, to distributing it to various destinations, 

refinancing it and measuring it. All this gives companies the opportunity to create their own 

Internet TV, integrated video functions into their websites and use these features to best 

economic effect. stream5's customer portfolio currently includes O'Neill, Sport1, Das Vierte, 

Channel 21, earthTV, SnackTV, GameTV and Autoscout 24. Learn more at www.stream5.tv 

 
 
This press release can also be obtained from our website at 
http://www.stream5.tv/news/pressebereich/news-uebersicht/. 
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